OMICSDS
Our omics data store, OmicsDS,
builds on top of GenomicsDB, an
optimized sparse array data store
for genomic data. GenomicsDB is
integrated into Broad Institute’s
Genome Analysis ToolKit (GATK)

I M AG E D S
Our visual data store ImageDS
supports multiple lossy & lossless
compression and other filter
algorithms. Array based storage
technologies make for a highly
performant and scalable data store
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IMAGEDS

A U T O M AT I O N
A G G R E G AT I O N
A N A LY S I S
At ODA we develop infrastructure
for aggregating and analyzing
multimodal data; empowering our
customers to build knowledge and
practice precision medicine

FRAMEWORK

OMICS DATA AUTOMATION INC
info@omicsautomation.com
12655 SW Beaverdam Road
Beaverton, OR 97005
www.omicsautomation.com
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The server-agnostic architecture of

The

the framework provides the flexiblity
to deploy on any HIPPA compliant
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extends to hardware. The framework
i2b2

Apache Zeppelin

can run on native and hybrid computing

hardware cluster, on-premise or

platforms (MPI, Spark, AWS, Azure,

cloud based. Framework access is

GCP) and supports storage on a variety
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of filesystems (Local, NFS, S3, Azure
Blob, GCS).

(OAuth2, 2FA). The framework
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when performance is needed. Our

block-chain to enable federation /

custom data stores scale with your data.

sharing of data

MODULAR
FLEXIBILITY
With our robust set of tools and
microservices, the Framework can
adapt to your needs. i2b2, OpenMRS,
Jupyter,

Apache

Zeppelin,

and

ODA’s My360 SW Suite, are already

PUBLIC CLOUD

supported, and custom applications
can quickly be developed to fit your
ODA provides tools for data storage

needs. This flexibility enables users

and analytics. Any insight generated

to accumulate knowledge by building

from your data belongs to you.

innovative analytics using the ODA
Framework.
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